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Abstract. Medical acts, such as imaging, lead to the production of various medical text reports that describe the relevant
findings. This induces multimodality in patient data by combining image data with free-text and consequently, multimodal
data have become central to drive research and improve diagnoses. However, the exploitation of patient data is problematic
as the ecosystem of analysis tools is fragmented according to the type of data (images, text, genetics), the task (processing,
exploration) and domain of interest (clinical phenotype, histology). To address the challenges, we developed IMPatienT
(Integrated digital Multimodal PATIENt daTa), a simple, flexible and open-source web application to digitize, process and
explore multimodal patient data. IMPatienT has a modular architecture allowing to: (i) create a standard vocabulary for
a domain, (ii) digitize and process free-text data, (iii) annotate images and perform image segmentation, (iv) generate a
visualization dashboard and provide diagnosis decision support. To demonstrate the advantages of IMPatienT, we present a
use case on a corpus of 40 simulated muscle biopsy reports of congenital myopathy patients. As IMPatienT provides users
with the ability to design their own vocabulary, it can be adapted to any research domain and can be used as a patient registry
for exploratory data analysis. A demo instance of the application is available at https://impatient.lbgi.fr/.
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INTRODUCTION 28

Patient data now incorporates the results of numer- 29

ous technologies, including imaging, next-generation 30

sequencing and more recently wearable devices. Fur- 31

thermore, medical acts such as echography, radiology 32

or histology, produce imaging data that are gener- 33
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ally combined with medical reports to describe the34

relevant findings. Thus, multimodality is induced in35

patient data, as imaging data is inherently linked to36

free-text reports. The link between image and report37

data is crucial as raw images can be re-interpreted dur-38

ing the patient’s medical journey with new domain39

knowledge or by different experts leading to com-40

plementary reports. The use of multimodal data has41

been shown to increase disease understanding and42

diagnosis [1–4]. For example, Venugopalan et al.43

integrated genetic data with image data and med-44

ical records (free-text data) to improve diagnosis45

of Alzheimer’s disease [4]. In Mendelian diseases,46

integration of multiple levels of information is key47

to the establishment of a diagnosis. For instance,48

in congenital myopathies (CM), a combination of49

muscle biopsy analysis (imaging information) with50

medical records and sequencing data is essential for51

differential diagnosis between CM subtypes [5–7].52

Centralization of multimodal data using dedicated53

software is essential to implement such an approach.54

First, multimodal patient data needs to be processed55

in an integrated way to preserve this link in a single56

database or data warehouse. Second, useful tools to57

process and explore multimodal data are essential to58

drive research and improve diagnosis.59

Unfortunately, the ecosystem of software tools for60

the exploitation of patient data is heavily fragmented,61

according to the type of data (images, text, genetic62

sequences), the task to be performed (digitization,63

processing, exploration) and the domain of inter-64

est (clinical phenotype, histology, etc.). Exploitation65

tools can be divided into two main categories: (i) soft-66

ware to process the data and (ii) software to explore67

the data.68

Clinical reports are generally written using free-69

text, and therefore processing relies on the use of70

a standard vocabulary, such as the Unified Medi-71

cal Language System (UMLS) [8] or the Human72

Phenotype Ontology (HPO)[9]. Several tools have73

been developed to easily manage and extend these74

standard vocabularies, including Protégé [10]. Text75

mining processes have been developed that exploit76

these standard vocabularies to automatically detect77

important keywords in free-text data. For example,78

Doc2HPO [11] can extract a list of HPO terms79

from free-text medical records. Other software pack-80

ages, e.g. Phenotips [12], have been developed to81

centralize and process general patient information,82

including demographics, pedigree, common mea-83

surements, phenotypes and genetic results. SAMS84

[13] and RD-Connect PhenoStore [14] are further85

examples of web applications that aim to perform 86

deep phenotyping of patients by building a single 87

database of standardized patient data using well- 88

established ontologies such as HPO. 89

A number of tools have been developed to analyze 90

and explore patient data, based on a list of HPO terms 91

describing a patient’s specific phenotypic profile. For 92

example, Phenolyzer [15] and Phenomizer [16] can 93

be used to help prioritize candidate genes or rank 94

the best-matching diseases. However, these tools are 95

restricted to the use of HPO terms to describe the 96

patient’s profile and are not compatible with other 97

ontologies. Ontology agnostic algorithms have also 98

been developed that predict an outcome based on a 99

list of terms from any normalized vocabulary, such 100

as the Bayesian Ontology Query Algorithm (BOQA) 101

[17]. 102

Finally, for imaging data, software to process 103

and annotate gigapixel scale microscopy images are 104

widely used, including Cytomine [18], SlideRunner 105

[19] and Ilastik [20]. While Cytomine incorporates 106

an ontology builder and complex image processing 107

tools, it is restricted to image data only. For exploita- 108

tion of patient images, guidelines and frameworks 109

have been proposed to standardize the measurement 110

of pathological features for example from DICOM 111

lung images [21]. Some multimodal approaches such 112

as ClinPhen [22] and Exomiser [23] have success- 113

fully combined multiple levels of information with 114

both phenotype information (HPO terms) and genetic 115

information (variants) to rank candidate genes in 116

Mendelian diseases. Other tools such as INTEGRO 117

[24] have been developed to automatically mine 118

disease-gene associations for a specific input disease 119

from multiple curated sources of knowledge. 120

This large ecosystem of tools highlights the need 121

for an integrated tool that can: (i) process and explore 122

patient data, (ii) manage multimodal data (text and 123

images), and (iii) work in any domain of interest. 124

In this study, we present IMPatienT (Integrated 125

digital Multimodal PATIENt daTa), a free and 126

open-source web application designed to provide an 127

integrated tool to digitize, process and explore mul- 128

timodal patient data. IMPatienT is a turnkey solution 129

that can aggregate patient data and provides sim- 130

ple tools and interfaces allowing clinicians to easily 131

extract information from multimodal patient data. 132

IMPatienT is based on a modular architecture, and 133

currently incorporates four components to: (i) create 134

a standard vocabulary describing a domain of interest, 135

(ii) digitize and process free-text records by automat- 136

ically mapping them to a set of standard terms, (iii) 137
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annotate and segment images with standard vocab-138

ulary, and (iv) generate a dashboard with automatic139

visualizations to explore the patient data and perform140

automatic diagnosis suggestions.141

We demonstrate the usefulness of IMPatienT on142

a set of congenital myopathy (CM) cases. CM are143

a family of rare genetic diseases, including multi-144

ple distinct subtypes, that still lack proper diagnosis145

with more than 50% of patients without a genetic146

cause identified [25]. We exploited IMPatienT to cre-147

ate a vocabulary of standard muscle-histology terms148

that were then used to process patient histological149

records and annotate biopsy images. Finally, mul-150

tiple exploratory visualizations were automatically151

generated.152

MATERIALS AND METHODS153

IMPatienT is a web application developed with154

the Flask micro-framework, which is a Python-based155

web framework. Figure 1 illustrates the global orga-156

nization of the web application, currently composed157

of four modules: (i) Standard Vocabulary Creator,158

(ii) Report Digitization, (iii) Image Annotation, and159

(iv) Automatic Visualization Dashboard. All modules160

incorporate free, open-source and well-maintained161

libraries that are described in detail in the correspond-162

ing sections.163

Module 1: standard vocabulary creator164

The standard vocabulary creator module allows165

to create and modify a hierarchical list of vocab-166

ulary terms with rich definitions that can be used167

as image annotation classes, for processing of text168

reports, or diagnosis decision support. Alternatively,169

users can also import existing vocabularies in OBO170

format instead. The standard vocabulary creator is an171

essential module as it interacts with all subsequent172

modules. This module also has export function to173

download the current standard vocabulary created in174

IMPatienT in JSON and OBO format (Open Biolog-175

ical and Biomedical Ontologies file format).176

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the page used to177

create/import, manage and export the standard vocab-178

ulary tree. The tree is generated and rendered with179

the JavaScript library JSTree (version 3.3.12). Each180

node in the tree represents a vocabulary term, and181

each term can have only one parent. The ergonomic182

drag and drop system use the graphical user interface183

(GUI) and allows the user to intuitively and quickly184

edit and reorganize the vocabulary by adding new185

terms or modifying existing ones. For each created 186

node (vocabulary term), the user can assign a name 187

and organize the tree structure (hierarchy). 188

Each term in the tree is associated with nine 189

optional properties, available via the vocabulary term 190

(node) detailed form. Four properties are defined by 191

the user: description, list of synonyms, translation in 192

another language, and use as annotation class. Two 193

properties are automatically generated: the unique 194

identifier (ID) and the hexadecimal color associated 195

with the term (for image annotation). Additional term 196

properties, including associated diagnosis/disease 197

class, associated genes, and the list of positively 198

correlated terms (i.e. co-occurring terms in reports), 199

are extracted from patient records registered in the 200

database. 201

Finally, if the user defines an alternative translation 202

for terms, there is an “invert vocabulary language” 203

button to conveniently switch between languages. 204

For instance, the user can create a vocabulary in any 205

language and define the translation in English, then 206

switch between the two display modes easily. 207

Module 2: report digitization 208

The standard vocabulary terms are used to pro- 209

cess documents that are in a free-text format. Module 210

2 uses a semi-automatic approach for digitization 211

and processing of free-text reports that combines fast 212

automatic detection of terms with manual reviewing 213

of the detection. The interface of Module 2 is a form 214

divided into four parts (Fig. 3). 215

In the first part of the digitization form (Fig. 3a), 216

a PDF file of the free-text report can be uploaded 217

for natural language processing (NLP) of the con- 218

tent. The text of the PDF report is automatically 219

extracted and processed with NLP. The NLP method 220

is only used to detect histological terms defined in 221

the standard vocabulary. Detected standard vocabu- 222

lary terms are highlighted (see corresponding section 223

below “Optical Character Recognition and Vocabu- 224

lary Term Detection”). Highlighted terms allow to 225

easily identify which standard vocabulary terms were 226

detected as present in positive or in negative form. 227

This is useful for quantitative performance assess- 228

ment. 229

The second part (Fig. 3b) of the digitization form 230

contains patient information, such as patient ID, doc- 231

ument ID, patient age. This section also allows the 232

user to input patient information that is not defined 233

by the standard vocabulary and thus, not processed 234

in the NLP section. For example, IMPatienT exploits 235
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Fig. 1. Organization of IMPatienT web application.

well-established ontologies to normalize the genetic236

diagnosis and phenotypes (Fig. 4). For example,237

in the gene field, when the user inputs a char-238

acter string, gene symbols are retrieved from the239

HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) and240

suggested [26]. Mutation notations are formatted241

according to the Human Genome Variation Society242

(HGVS) sequence variant nomenclature [27]. Phe-243

notypes are retrieved and suggested using the HPO.244

These fields do not contain patient-identifying data 245

and are optional. 246

The third part of the digitization form (Fig. 3c) 247

contains the standard vocabulary tree viewer with an 248

absence/presence slider. This section allows the user 249

to correct the automatic detection of the NLP method 250

or to add new observations. Each vocabulary term can 251

be marked as present, absent or no information. For 252

terms marked as present, the slider is used to indi- 253
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the Standard Vocabulary Creator module (module 1). (a) The hierarchical structure viewer and editor tool that
supports drag and drop modification and creation/deletion/modification using the mouse. (b) The properties of the selected term node with
its unique identifier (ID), name, alternative language translation, synonyms, description, associated genes and diseases and correlated terms
extracted from the application instance database.

cate a notion of quantity or certainty of the term. For254

example, the statement “There are a small number of255

fibers containing rods” can be annotated by hand by256

setting the vocabulary “Rods” to the value “Present” 257

with a low quantity value. For terms that have been 258

automatically detected, this slider value is automat- 259
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the interface for the report digitalization module. (a) PDF upload section for automatic keyword detection in the
text. Detected keywords have a green background, detected and negated keywords have a red background. (b) Patient information section
(age, document ID, gene, mutation, phenotype). (c) Standard vocabulary tree viewer to select keywords with associated slider to manually
indicate keyword value (absence or presence level). Keywords marked as present are indicated with a green check mark, absent keywords
are marked with a red cross. (d) Overview section of all annotated terms, diagnosis selection and commentaries with automatic diagnosis
support using the BOQA algorithm.

ically set to 0 (present in a negated sentence) or 1260

(present).261

The fourth part (Fig. 3d) of the form allows the262

user to input comments and a final diagnosis for263

the patient. Disease names are extracted and sug- 264

gested from the Orphanet [28] knowledge base. It also 265

includes an automatic disease suggestion based on 266

already registered patients and the BOQA algorithm 267
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Fig. 4. Overview of the ontologies used by IMPatienT to process patient data in the report digitization module (module 2).

[17] (see the corresponding section below “Method268

for Patient Disease Suggestions”).269

Optical character recognition and vocabulary270

term detection271

The patient report digitization in module 2 is facil-272

itated by an automatic text recognition and keyword273

detection method. The user uploads a PDF version274

of the text reports to perform Optical Character275

Recognition (OCR), followed by Natural Language276

Processing (NLP) to automatically detect terms from277

the standard vocabulary in the report. The NLP278

method only matches the raw text to the standard279

vocabulary defined in Standard Vocabulary Module280

1. Figure 5 shows the workflow of the vocabu-281

lary terms detection method. First, the PDF file is282

converted to plain text using the Tesseract OCR283

(implemented in python as pyTesseract). Then, the284

text is processed with Spacy, an NLP python library,285

by splitting the text into sentences and then into286

individual words. The resulting list of sentences is287

processed to detect negation using a simple imple-288

mentation of the concept of NegEx [29]. An n-gram 289

(monograms, digrams, and trigrams) procedure is 290

applied to the list of words to identify contiguous 291

words in the context of all the sentences of the report. 292

The n-grams are then mapped against the user-created 293

standard vocabulary using fuzzy partial matching 294

(based on Levenshtein distance) with a score thresh- 295

old of 0.8. Matched keywords are kept and shown 296

on the interface by green or red highlighting of the 297

detected text using the Mark.JS JavaScript library 298

(green indicates the presence of the keyword, red indi- 299

cates the presence in a negated sentence). Keywords 300

are also automatically marked as present or absent 301

(negated) in the vocabulary tree. 302

Disease suggestions 303

The report digitization module 2 contains am 304

implication of the BOQA algorithm described by 305

Bauer et al. [17], for disease recommendation. Basi- 306

cally, the implemented BOQA algorithm computes 307

the similarity between a list of input vocabulary terms 308

annotated as “present” for a patient (the query) and 309
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Fig. 5. Optical character recognition and vocabulary term detection method used in the report digitization module (module 2) to automatically
analyze free-text reports.

a simulated patient profile for each disease class310

(model report) that is generated based on the data311

from already registered patients.312

We implemented the BOQA algorithm in python313

and modified it to use the frequencies of vocab-314

ulary terms per disease for the generation of the315

model report instead of the initial deterministic way316

(not frequency aware). This means that the model317

report is generated based on the probability (fre-318

quency) of each vocabulary term. For example, if319

disease A is annotated with vocabulary term B at320

a frequency = 0.9 and vocabulary term C at a fre-321

quency = 0.1, the generated model report for disease322

A will have a probability = 0.9 of containing vocab-323

ulary term B and a probability = 0.1 of containing324

vocabulary term C.325

Due to the stochastic nature of the generation of the326

model report, for any given prediction, the generation327

and computation of the similarity with the query is328

repeated 50 times. For each repetition, if a disease329

has a prediction probability > 0.5, it is considered to330

be the best prediction, otherwise the prediction is “no331

prediction”. Finally, of the 50 repetitions, the predic-332

tion with the highest occurrence is taken as the final333

prediction.334

Module 3: AI-assisted image annotation using335

automatic segmentation336

To process patient image data, we developed the337

image annotation module (module 3) to upload,338

annotate and perform image segmentation with stan- 339

dard vocabulary terms. This module is based on 340

the “interactive image segmentation with Dash and 341

Scikit-image” demonstration application [30–32]. 342

The original source code was modified to be com- 343

patible with the standard vocabulary tree and the 344

database. 345

The interactive interface to annotate image fea- 346

tures with standard vocabulary terms is presented in 347

Figs. 6a and 6b. The interface allows the user to draw 348

a free-shape area (annotation) associated with a stan- 349

dard vocabulary term (class). Then, with a minimal 350

number of user annotations, the whole image is seg- 351

mented based on the annotations (shapes) provided 352

by the user. 353

To perform image segmentation, on the server side, 354

local features (intensity, edges, texture) are extracted 355

from the labeled areas of the image and are used to 356

train a dedicated AI random-forest classifier model. 357

This dedicated model is then applied to predict sim- 358

ilar areas in the whole image. Finally, every pixel 359

of the image is labeled with a standard vocabulary 360

term corresponding to the AI prediction based on the 361

annotations. 362

The segmentation is entirely interactive. After the 363

initial segmentation, the user can correct the clas- 364

sification by adding more annotation shapes to the 365

image and can modify the paintbrush width setting 366

to make more precise annotation marks. In addition, 367

the stringency range parameter of the model can be 368

adapted using the slider to modify the model behav- 369
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Fig. 6. Screenshot of the image annotation module. (a) Image viewer used to navigate, zoom and annotate the histology image. (b) Menu
interface to select the annotation label, brush width and segmentation parameters.

ior and automatically recompute the segmentation in370

real time.371

Results of the segmentation are retrievable as a sin-372

gle archive including the raw image, the annotations373

(JSON format), the random-forest trained classifier,374

the blended image and the segmentation mask image.375

Module 4: Automatic visualization dashboard376

The automatic visualization dashboard module is377

designed to perform exploratory data analysis by gen-378

erating multiple graphs based on the patient data379

in the database. All visualizations are created using380

Plotly, a python graph library, that allows the creation381

of interactive graphs.382

Interaction between the modules383

IMPatienT is divided into four modules that are384

interconnected. The standard vocabulary module pro-385

vides the vocabulary used for the image annotation386

module and for the NLP method used for the (his-387

tologic) standard vocabulary term detection in the388

report digitization module. Any modification in the389

vocabulary is automatically propagated to these mod-390

ules, updating the form templates and triggering391

the recalculation of all visualizations with the lat-392

est vocabulary information. Any modification to the393

standard vocabulary also updates all patients in the394

database to the latest version of the vocabulary, mean-395

ing that term names and definitions will be updated,396

and deleted terms will be marked as outdated. Adding397

patient information in the database, whether they are398

text reports (module 2) or image data (module 3),399

will automatically update the visualization dashboard400

with the latest patient information in the database. 401

The term frequency statistics calculated by the visual- 402

ization dashboard and used by the disease suggestion 403

algorithm are automatically updated as well, increas- 404

ing live performances. The visualization dashboard 405

is also directly linked to the standard vocabulary and 406

during the generation of the visualizations, the rich 407

definition of the standard terms is updated with newly 408

associated genes, diagnosis and positively correlated 409

terms. 410

Application security and personal data 411

IMPatienT is developed as a free and open- 412

source project meaning that the code can be 413

audited by anyone in the GitHub code repository 414

(https://github.com/lambda-science/IMPatienT). 415

The code is regularly scanned for known issues and 416

outdated libraries to mitigate security issues. There 417

is no patient-identifying data kept in the database, 418

only a custom identifier and age. The synthetic dataset 419

generated and analyzed during the current study is 420

also available in the same repository. No name or date 421

of birth is required or stored. Additionally, access to 422

all modules and data entered via the web application 423

is restricted by a login-page and user accounts can 424

only be created by the administrator of the platform. 425

No user information is stored except for the username, 426

email and salted and hashed passwords. 427

RESULTS 428

IMPatienT is an interactive and user-friendly web 429

application that integrates a semi-automatic approach 430

for text and image data digitization, processing, and 431

https://github.com/lambda-science/IMPatienT
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exploration. Due to its modular architecture and its432

standard vocabulary creator, it has a wide range of433

potential uses.434

IMPatienT main functionalities435

Table 1 shows the main functionalities of IMPa-436

tienT compared to other similar tools used in the437

community. IMPatienT aims to be a one-stop plat-438

form that integrates tools for an end-to-end analysis439

workflow of multi-modal patient’s data. Out of 18440

selected features, IMPatienT integrates 14 of them441

versus a mean of 4.4 for other software with the best442

ones being SAMS and PhenoStore integrating 6 fea-443

tures each. Nevertheless, software such as SAMS,444

PhenoStore, Phenotips and Cytomine each integrate445

features that are not yet present in IMPatienT.446

IMPatienT implements novel functionalities to447

process and exploit patient data. For example, IMPa-448

tienT is compatible with any research domain thanks449

to its standard vocabulary builder. Also, with the450

OCR/NLP method, IMPatienT can process histologic451

text reports, allowing the user to exploit scanned doc-452

uments. Finally, IMPatienT provides useful tools to453

exploit patient data with the various visualizations,454

the term, frequency table, correlation matrix and the455

automatic enrichment of the vocabulary term defini-456

tions (associated genes and diseases).457

IMPatienT usage458

Figure 1 shows how the user can interact with459

the web application to digitize, process, and explore460

patient data. In IMPatienT, modules can be used461

independently, allowing users to only use the tools462

they need. For example, a user might only have text463

report data, in this case they would be able to use464

the standard vocabulary creator, the report digitiza-465

tion tools and the visualization dashboard to process466

and explore their data. In another scenario, a user467

could only be interested in annotating an image468

dataset using a shared standard vocabulary that can469

be modified and updated collaboratively. In this use470

case, they would be able to only use the standard471

vocabulary creator and the image annotation mod-472

ule. However, the main strength of IMPatienT lies in473

the multimodal approach it provides and the strong474

interactions between modules.475

For the complete multimodal approach, the first476

step is to create a standard vocabulary using the Stan-477

dard Vocabulary Creator interface (module 1). The478

user only needs to create a few terms (nodes) to begin479

using the web application. Defining the properties 480

of the terms (definition, synonyms, etc.) is optional, 481

and organizing them in a hierarchical structure is also 482

optional. 483

In the second step, the user can start digitizing 484

patient reports using module 2. This can be done 485

either manually by filling out the form in module 2 486

and checking terms as present or absent in a given 487

report, or automatically using the Vocabulary Term 488

Matching method to process a PDF version of the 489

report. Using module 3, the user can also upload, 490

annotate, and segment image data. 491

Finally, the user can explore multiple visual- 492

izations (histograms, correlation matrix, confusion 493

matrix, frequency tables) that are automatically 494

generated in module 4. All data entered via the 495

web application are retrievable in standard formats, 496

including the whole database of reports as a single 497

SQLite3 file or CSV files, the images and their seg- 498

mentation models and masks as a GZIP archive, the 499

standard vocabulary with annotation as a JSON file 500

and various graphs and tables as JSON or PNG files. 501

Use case: congenital myopathy histology reports 502

As a use case of IMPatienT, we focused on con- 503

genital myopathies (CM). We used the standard 504

vocabulary creator to create a sample muscle his- 505

tology standard vocabulary based on common terms 506

used in muscle biopsy reports from the Paris Institute 507

of Myology. Then, we inserted 40 digitally gener- 508

ated patients in the database with random sampling 509

of standard vocabulary terms and associated a gene 510

and disease class from a list of common CM genes 511

and three recurring CM subtypes (nemaline myopa- 512

thy, core myopathy and centronuclear myopathy). All 513

these data are available on the demo instance of IMPa- 514

tienT (https://impatient.lbgi.fr/). 515

For text data, Supplementary Figure S1 shows 516

the results of the automatic NLP method applied 517

to an artificial muscle histology report. Twenty-two 518

keywords were detected that match to the stan- 519

dard vocabulary and seven of them were detected in 520

negated sentences (red highlight). Out of the twenty- 521

two keywords, eighteen were correctly detected and 522

one was detected in the wrong state of negation: 523

“abnormal fiber differentiation” is highlighted as 524

negated although it is present is a non-negated sen- 525

tence part. Three keywords (fiber type, internalized 526

nuclei, centralized nuclei) were detected as matching 527

for multiple keywords from the vocabulary due to 528

high similarity. For example, the keywords “internal- 529

https://impatient.lbgi.fr/
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Table 1
Functionalities of IMPatienT compared to common state-of-the-art tools

Group Functionalities IMPatienT Phenotips PhenoStore SAMS Protégé Doc2HPO Cytomine Ilastik INTEGRO

General Application Web application X X X X X X
Characteristics Patient database X X X X

Free to use X X X X X X X X
Open source X X X X X
Support multimodal data X X
Support for patient pedigree data X X X

Standard Vocabulary Vocabulary Builder X X X
Advanced vocabulary terms definition X X X
Full-featured ontology builder X X

Report digitization Integrates reference ontologies (HPO,Orphanet) X X X X X
Form for patient medical report digitization X X X
Text recognition with OCR X
Text processing with NLP X X
Export data to Phenopacket format X X X

Image annotation Image annotation and segmentation with AI X X X
Support for DICOM and whole slide images X X

Patient data Automatic visualization dashboard X X
exploitation Diagnosis prediction system X X

Data mining of information for specificdiagnosis X X
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Fig. 7. Image segmentation process in the image segmentation module. (a) Raw image input before annotation. (b) Image with limited
manual annotation of cytoplasm (green), cell nucleus (red) and intercellular space (black). (c) Blended image of the raw image and segmented
image after automated segmentation with a random-forest classifier. (d) Segmented image mask alone.

ized nuclei” and “centralized nuclei” have a similarity530

score of 86 using the Levenstein distance. Two531

keywords defined in the standard vocabulary were532

missed and not highlighted: “biopsy looks abnormal”533

(“abnormal biopsy” in the vocabulary) and “purplish534

shade” (“purplish aspect“ in the vocabulary).535

For the image data, Fig. 7 shows an example of536

the segmentation of a biopsy image, where we anno-537

tated the cytoplasm of the cells (green), intercellular538

spaces (black) and cell nuclei (red). The raw image539

(Fig. 7a) is annotated with free-shape areas associated540

with standard vocabulary terms (Fig. 7b). Then, the541

whole image is automatically segmented based on the542

annotations, producing the segmentation mask where543

each pixel is associated with a class (Figs. 7c, 7d).544

The automatic visualization dashboard was used545

to generate the six visualizations provided in Fig. 8.546

These visualizations include a breakdown of the547

patients in the database by age, genes, or diagno-548

sis (Fig. 8a). A correlation matrix (using Pearson549

correlation coefficient) between the occurrences of550

standard vocabulary terms is generated (Fig. 8b),551

which can serve as a starting point for exploration of552

co-occurrence of features in patients. The confusion553

matrix of the final diagnosis of patients versus the554

suggested disease name with BOQA (Fig. 8c) allows 555

the user to monitor the accuracy of the disease sug- 556

gestion function. In addition, a histogram showing 557

the classification of patients without a final diagnosis 558

is provided to indicate possible prognosis of undi- 559

agnosed patients (Fig. 8d). Finally, the frequency of 560

each standard vocabulary term by gene and by disease 561

is automatically calculated and shown in two tables 562

(Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). 563

DISCUSSION 564

IMPatienT is a one-stop platform that simplifies 565

the digitization, processing, and exploration of both 566

textual and image patient data. The web application 567

is centered around the concept of a standard vocabu- 568

lary tree (that is easy to create or to import existing 569

ones) and used to process text and image data. This 570

allows IMPatienT to work with patient data from 571

domains that still lack a consensus ontology and rely 572

on well-established ontologies for patient data, such 573

as HPO for phenotypes, Orphanet for disease names 574

or HGCN/HGVS for genetic diagnoses. 575

The semi-automatic approach implemented in 576

IMPatienT offers faster digitization processes while 577
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Fig. 8. Automatic visualization of 40 generated congenital myopathy reports. (a) Histogram of the number of reports by age group,
by diagnosed gene (top 9) or by congenital myopathy class. (b) Correlation matrix of standard vocabulary terms after annotation for all
reports. (c) Confusion matrix of BOQA algorithm performance for suggestion of the three main congenital myopathy classes (NM, COM,
CNM, n = 32). Colors indicate the number of reports for each cell of the matrix, the lighter the color the more reports. (d) Histogram of the
reclassification by BOQA of reports without a final diagnostic (n = 8).
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ensuring accuracy through manual review. This is578

achieved by analyzing text data using OCR and NLP579

to automatically match the text to the standard vocab-580

ulary, followed by manual correction. For image581

data, the user first provides sparse annotations on the582

image, which are then used to compute an automatic583

segmentation of the whole image. For data explo-584

ration, IMPatienT uses a fully automatic approach585

including various visualizations as well as diagno-586

sis suggestions, while allowing the user to extract587

the processed data in a standard format for further588

analysis (database, images, frequency tables).589

IMPatienT aims to integrate multiple approaches590

in a unified platform with two main objectives: uni-591

versality (i.e. not restricted to a specific domain) and592

multimodality (i.e. integration of multiple data types).593

To our knowledge, other tools similar to IMPatienT594

do not fulfill both objectives.595

We performed a comparison of the main func-596

tionalities of IMPatienT with other tools used in the597

community. Workflows such as Phenotips, SAMS598

and PhenoStore are similar to IMPatienT as they are599

designed as a patient information database. However,600

they are restricted to processing patient phenotype601

data using HPO and do not integrate multimodal data.602

IMPatienT goes further by allowing custom observa-603

tions with the vocabulary builder for fields of study604

currently without ontology (e.g. histology) and with605

automatic digitization with OCR/NLP as well as inte-606

grating tools to exploit image data. In contrast to a607

tool like Protégé that is the reference tool to build608

an ontology, the module 1 of IMPatienT provides a609

user-friendly interface where non-ontology experts610

can start building a vocabulary in a tree representa-611

tion way. To improve the interoperability, IMPatienT612

allows the export in OBO format, which is compatible613

with Protégé for further improvement of the created614

vocabulary based on ontological best practices.615

Other tools are available that implement the func-616

tionality of one or two IMPatienT modules. For617

example, Doc2HPO is a tool that also uses a semi-618

automatic approach to digitize clinical text according619

to a list of HPO terms, based on NLP methods620

and negation detection. However, as Doc2HPO is621

restricted to HPO, it does not provide custom vocab-622

ulary tree facilities. In contrast IMPatienT is suitable623

for digitization of text data from any domain of inter-624

est that can be covered with its vocabulary creation625

module when no ontology is currently available.626

For image data, software such as Cytomine and627

Ilastik are widely used and perform well on biolog-628

ical data. In contrast to these standalone tools that629

can process big raw image data locally, the mod- 630

ule 3 of IMPatienT is currently a web application 631

that can process lightweight images (in Mega-octet). 632

However, lightweight images (e.g. JPEG) are the 633

most common form images available in patients data 634

for histopathologies in myopathies or eye fundus 635

in retinopathies for instance. Moreover, IMPatienT 636

allow the user to take into consideration the mul- 637

timodal aspects of patient data by keeping the raw 638

image and the expert interpretation (histological 639

report) in a single database along with a collaborative 640

and rich user-defined vocabulary. 641

Finally, in IMPatienT we reimplemented the diag- 642

nosis support algorithm called BOQA that is also 643

used in Phenomizer, a tool to rank a list of the top 644

matching diseases based on a list of input HPO terms. 645

We modified the algorithm to consider frequencies of 646

vocabulary terms by disease to have meaningful pre- 647

dictions. In contrast, BOQA uses binary states for 648

terms (terms are marked as present or absent) and is 649

not compatible with numeric features. In the future, 650

it will be interesting to implement a more complex 651

system such as explainable AI with learning classifier 652

systems [33]. This should improve accuracy, explain- 653

ability, and handling of quantitative values, although 654

at the cost of computational power. 655

IMPatienT still lacks some features compared to 656

other tools, such as a pedigree editor, support for 657

DICOM and gigapixel images and phenotypic data 658

export to the Phenopacket format. In the future, we 659

plan to further develop IMPatienT by adding these 660

features to the interface. We also plan to add a vocab- 661

ulary search engine and sharing feature to encourage 662

reuse or to explore the automatization of the standard 663

vocabulary creation with the analysis of a complete 664

corpus of text. For text analysis, we intend to imple- 665

ment additional context comprehension, i.e. not only 666

negation but also hypothetical statements, uncertainty 667

and family context as well as better text-vocabulary 668

terms matching. Finally, we plan to expand the scope 669

of the OCR/NLP method by integrating existing NLP 670

tools that will automatically detect and align to HPO 671

terms, gene symbols and disease names in the report 672

text. 673
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